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From the author of Amazon bestseller, The Shopping Swap, comes a holiday story that will make you smile
and believe in the magic of holiday romance. Taylor Barnes has a dilemma. She is 32 and about to realize
her dreams of making partner at her New York City high-powered law firm with a fancy office and a huge
salary. She has no time for anything else in her life -least of all a boyfriend. Yet something stands in the way
of her coveted promotion: Charles Wigs, family man and managing partner at Gotsall and Craig who
questions whether the single Taylor Barnes can project the right image for the firm. Not only does her own
boss question her singledom, but so does her entire family back home! When an invitation to her cousin's
Christmas wedding lands on her desk, Taylor must head back to Pennsylvania to face the music. It seems as
if Taylor has to convince everyone that she's got the perfect life with the perfect boyfriend -all before the
clock strikes twelve on New Year's Eve. But how is she to make this happen? Taylor thinks she’s found the
answer. Why not hire a temporary boyfriend to help her get through the holidays? It’s the best of both worlds
and without any of the emotional baggage that comes with a real relationship. However, when handsome
Hunter Ryan answers the ad for the position, Taylor finds herself with more than she bargained for. Ryan can
certainly talk the talk, but does he have what it takes to walk the walk? Could he possibly cost her that
coveted partnership that she has been working for since the beginning of her career? Could something that
starts out as a simple employment proposition turn out to have her questioning everything she has worked so
hard to achieve? Will this Holiday Gig turn Taylor's professional and personal life on its head?
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From reader reviews:

Darrell Fowler:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
require something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your time? Or are you busy
particular person? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is make you feel bored faster.
And you have spare time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. The doctor has to
answer that question since just their can do which. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each person.
Yes, it is right. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this kind of The Holiday Gig to
read.

Eric Beasley:

Precisely why? Because this The Holiday Gig is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for
you to snap the idea but latter it will surprise you with the secret this inside. Reading this book adjacent to it
was fantastic author who have write the book in such wonderful way makes the content on the inside easier
to understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this any longer or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of advantages
than the other book include such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking way. So , still
want to hesitate having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Eunice Holt:

The Holiday Gig can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. Many of us recommend that straight
away because this reserve has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to
get every word into pleasure arrangement in writing The Holiday Gig yet doesn't forget the main point,
giving the reader the hottest along with based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be certainly one of
it. This great information can drawn you into completely new stage of crucial imagining.

Rita Beatty:

With this era which is the greater person or who has ability to do something more are more valuable than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you need to do is just
spending your time very little but quite enough to have a look at some books. On the list of books in the top
list in your reading list is actually The Holiday Gig. This book that is qualified as The Hungry Hillsides can
get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking way up and review this e-book you can get many
advantages.
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